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1. INTRODUCTION
Numerical linear algebra, particularly the solution of linear systems of equations, linear least squares problems, eigenvalue problems and singular value
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problems, is fundamental to most calculations in scientific computing, and is
often the computationally intense part of such calculations. Designers of computer programs involving linear algebraic operations have frequently chosen to
implement certain low-level operations, such as the dot product or the matrix
vector product, as separate subprograms. This may be observed both in many
published codes and in codes written for specific applications at many computer
installations.
This approach encourages structured programming and improves the selfdocumenting quality of the software by specifying basic building blocks and
identifying these operations with unique mnemonic names. Since a significant
amount of execution time in complicated linear algebraic programs may be
spent in a few low-level operations, reducing the execution time spent in these
operations leads to an overall reduction in the execution time of the program.
The programming of some of these low-level operations involves algorithmic
and implementation subtleties that need care, and can be easily overlooked. If
there is general agreement on standard names and parameter lists for some of
these basic operations, then portability and efficiency can also be achieved.
This article summarizes the BLAS Technical Forum Standard, a specification
of a set of kernel routines for linear algebra, historically called the Basic Linear
Algebra Subprograms and commonly known as the BLAS. The complete standard can be found in BLAS Technical Forum Standard [2002], and on the BLAS
Technical Forum webpage (http://www.netlib.org/blas/blast-forum/).
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The first major concerted effort to achieve agreement on the specification
of a set of linear algebra kernels resulted in the Level 1 Basic Linear Algebra
Subprograms (BLAS)1 [Lawson et al. 1979] and associated test suite. The Level
1 BLAS are the specification and implementation in Fortran of subprograms
for scalar and vector operations. This was the result of a collaborative project in
1973–77. Following the distribution of the initial version of the specifications to
people active in the development of numerical linear algebra software, a series
of open meetings were held at conferences, and as a result, extensive modifications were made in an effort to improve the design and make the subprograms
more robust. The Level 1 BLAS were extensively and successfully exploited by
LINPACK [Dongarra et al. 1979], a software package for the solution of dense
and banded linear equation and linear least squares problems.
With the advent of vector machines, hierarchical memory machines and
shared memory parallel machines, specifications for the Level 2 and 3 BLAS
[Dongarra et al. 1988; 1990], concerned with matrix–vector and matrix–matrix
operations respectively, were drawn up in 1984–86 and 1987–88. These specifications made it possible to construct new software to more effectively utilize
the memory hierarchy of modern computers. In particular, the Level 3 BLAS
allowed the construction of software based upon block-partitioned algorithms,
typified by the linear algebra software package LAPACK [Anderson et al. 1999].
LAPACK is state-of-the-art software for the solution of dense and banded linear
equations, linear least squares, eigenvalue and singular value problems, makes
extensive use of all levels of BLAS and particularly utilizes the Level 2 and 3
BLAS for portable performance. LAPACK is widely used in application software
and supported by a number of hardware and software vendors.
To a great extent, the user community embraced the BLAS, not only for
performance reasons, but also because developing software around a core of
common routines like the BLAS is good software engineering practice. Highly
efficient machine-specific implementations of the BLAS are available for most
modern high-performance computers. The BLAS have enabled software to
achieve high performance with portable code [Kågström et al. 1998a; 1998b;
IBM BLAS; HP BLAS; SUN BLAS Intel BLAS; SGI BLAS].
The original BLAS concentrated on dense and banded operations, but many
applications require the solution of problems involving sparse matrices, and
thus there have also been efforts to specify computational kernels for sparse
vector and matrix operations [Dodson et al. 1991; Duff et al. 1997].
In the spirit of the earlier BLAS meetings and the standardization efforts
of the MPI and HPF forums, a technical forum was established to consider expanding the BLAS in the light of modern software, language, and hardware
developments. The BLAS Technical Forum meetings began with a workshop in
November 1995 at the University of Tennessee. Meetings were hosted by universities, government institutions, and software and hardware vendors. Detailed
minutes were taken for each of the meetings, and these minutes are available
on the BLAS Technical Forum webpage.
1 Originally

known just as the BLAS, but in light of subsequent developments now known as the
Level 1 BLAS.
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Various working groups within the Technical Forum were established to consider issues such as the overall functionality, language interfaces, sparse BLAS,
distributed-memory dense BLAS, extended and mixed precision BLAS, interval
BLAS, and extensions to the existing BLAS. The rules of the forum were adopted
from those used for the MPI and HPF forums. In other words, final acceptance
of each of the chapters in the BLAS Technical Forum standard were decided at
the meetings using Robert’s Rules of Order.2 Drafts of the document were also
available on the BLAS Technical Forum webpage, and attendees were permitted to edit chapters, give comments, and vote on-line in “virtual meetings,” as
well as conduct discussions on the e-mail reflector. The results of these working groups are summarized in this paper. Most of these discussions resulted in
definitive proposals, which led to the specifications given in Duff et al. [2002]
and Li et al. [2002]. Not all of the discussions resulted in definitive proposals,
and such discussions are summarized in what was called the “Journal of Development” in the hope that they may encourage future efforts to take those
discussions to a successful conclusion. The “Journal of Development” forms an
appendix to the standard.
A major aim of the standards defined in the document is to enable linear algebra libraries (both public domain and commercial) to interoperate efficiently,
reliably and easily. We believe that hardware and software vendors, higher level
library writers and application programmers all benefit from the efforts of this
forum and are the intended end users of these standards.
The specification of the original BLAS was given in the form of Fortran 66
and subsequently Fortran 77 subprograms. In the BLAS Technical Forum standard, we provide specifications for Fortran 95,3 Fortran 77 and C. Reference
implementations of the standard are provided on the BLAS Technical Forum
webpage. Alternative language bindings for C++ and Java were also discussed
during the meetings of the forum, but the specifications for these bindings were
postponed for a future series of meetings.
The remainder of this article is organized as follows: Section 2 provides motivation for the functionality, and Sections 3 and 4 define mathematical notation
and present tables of functionality for the routines. Section 5 discusses the
naming scheme for the routines. Section 6 discusses issues concerning the numerical accuracy of the BLAS, and Section 7 briefly details the error handling
mechanisms utilized within the routines. And lastly, Section 7 acknowledges
all of the individuals who have contributed to this standardization effort.
2. MOTIVATION
The motivation for the kernel operations is proven functionality. Many of
the new operations are based upon auxiliary routines in LAPACK [Anderson et al. 1999] (e.g., SUMSQ, GEN GROT, GEN HOUSE, SORT, GE NORM,
GE COPY). Only after the LAPACK project was begun was it realized that
there were operations like the matrix copy routine (GE COPY), the computation of a norm of a matrix (GE NORM) and the generation of Householder
2 We

used a relaxed form of Robert’s Rules of Order [Robert et al. 2002].
current Fortran standard.

3 The
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transformations (GEN HOUSE) that occurred so often that it was wise to make
separate routines for them.
A second group of these operations extended the functionality of some
of the existing BLAS (e.g., AXPBY, WAXPBY, GER, SYR/HER, SPR/HPR,
SYR2/HER2, SPR2/HPR2). For example, the Level 3 BLAS for the rank k update of a symmetric matrix only allows a positive update, which means that it
cannot be used for the reduction of a symmetric matrix to tridiagonal form (to
facilitate the computation of the eigensystem of a symmetric matrix), or for the
factorization of a symmetric indefinite matrix, or for a quasi-Newton update in
an optimization routine.
Other extensions (e.g., AXPY DOT, GE SUM MV, GEMVT, TRMVT,
GEMVER) perform two Level 1 BLAS (or Level 2 BLAS) routine calls simultaneously to increase performance by reducing memory traffic.
The original efforts to specify sparse Level 2 and 3 BLAS took considerably
longer than the corresponding efforts for the dense and banded BLAS, principally because of the need to obtain agreement on the way to represent sparse
matrices. The lessons learned from those efforts have been vital background to
the specifications given in the document.
The original Level 2 BLAS included, as an appendix, the specification of
extended precision subprograms. With the widespread adoption of hardware
supporting the IEEE extended arithmetic format [ANSI/IEEE 1985], as well
as other forms of extended precision arithmetic, together with the increased
understanding of algorithms to successfully exploit such arithmetic, it was felt
to be timely to include a complete specification for a set of extra precise BLAS.

3. NOMENCLATURE AND CONVENTIONS
This section addresses mathematical notation and definitions for the BLAS
routines.
The following notation is used in the functionality tables.
— A, B, C—matrices
— D, D L , D R —diagonal matrices
— H—Householder matrix
— J —symmetric tridiagonal matrix (including 2 × 2 blocked diagonal)
— P —permutation matrix
— T —triangular matrix matrix.
—u, v, w, x, y, z—vectors
— x̄—specifies the conjugate of the complex vector x
—incu, incv, incw, incx, inc y, incz—stride between successive elements of the
respective vector
—Greek letters—scalars (but not exclusively Greek letters)
— xi —an element of a one-dimensional array
— y|x —refers to the elements of y that have common indices with the sparse
vector x.
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—←—assignment statement
—↔—swap (assignment) statement
—|| · || p —the p-norm of a vector or matrix
Additional notation for sparse matrices can be found in the Sparse BLAS
chapter of the BLAS Technical Forum standard [Blackford et al. 2002] as well
as Duff et al. [2002].
For the mathematical formulation of the operations, as well as their algorithmic presentation, we have chosen to index the vector and matrix operands
starting from zero. This decision was taken to simplify the presentation of the
document but does not impact the convention a particular language binding
may choose.

3.1 Scalar Arguments
Many scalar arguments are used in the specifications of the BLAS routines. For
example, the size of a vector or matrix operand is determined by the integer
argument(s) m and/or n. Note that it is permissible to call the routines with m or
n equal to zero, in which case the routine exits immediately without referencing
its vector/matrix elements. Some routines return a displacement denoted by the
integer argument k. The scaling of a vector or matrix is often denoted by the
arguments alpha and beta.
The following symbols are used: a, b, c, d, r, s, t, alpha, beta and tau.

3.2 Vector Operands
A n-length vector operand x is specified by two arguments—x and incx. x is an
array that contains the entries of the n-length vector x. incx is the stride within
x between two successive elements of the vector x.
Four lowercase letters are used to denote a vector: w, x, y, and z. The corresponding strides are respectively denoted incw, incx, incy, and incz.
Advice to implementors. The increment arguments incw, incx, incy and incz
may not be zero. (End of advice to implementors.)
Example. The mathematical function returning the inner-product r of two
real n-length vectors x and y can be defined by:
r=x y=
T

n−1
X

xi y i .

i=0

Rationale. The arguments incx and incy do not play a role in the mathematical formulation of the operation. These arguments allow for the specification
of subvector operands in various language bindings. Therefore, some of these
arguments may not be present in all language-dependent specifications. (End
of rationale.)
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Table I. Vector Norms
Data Type
Real

Complex

Name
one-norm

Notation
kxk1

two-norm
infinity-norm
one-norm

kxk2
kxk∞
kxk1

real one-norm

kxk1R

two-norm
infinity-norm
real infinity-norm

kxk2
kxk∞
kxk∞R

Definition
P
|x |
i i

pP

x2
i i
max
|x
P i i|
|x |
i i
P
2
2 1/2
=
P i (Re(xi ) + I m(xi ) )
(|Re(x
)|
+
|I
m(x
)|)
i
i
i

pP
2
Pi |xi |

= ( i (Re(xi )2 + I m(xi )2 ))1/2
maxi |xi |
= maxi (Re(xi )2 + I m(xi )2 )1/2
maxi (|Re(xi )| + |I m(xi )|)

3.3 Vector Norms
There are a variety of ways to define the norm of a vector, in particular for vectors of complex numbers, several of which have been used in the existing Level 1
BLAS and in various LAPACK auxiliary routines. Our definitions include all
of these in a systematic way (Table I).
Rationale. The reason for the two extra norms of complex vectors, the real
one-norm and real infinity-norm, is to avoid the expense of up to n square roots,
where n is the length of the vector x. The two-norm only requires one square
root, so a real version is not needed. The infinity norm only requires one square
root in principle, but this would require tests and branches, making it more
complicated and slower than the real infinity-norm. When x is real, the onenorm and real one-norm are identical, as are the infinity-norm and real infinitynorm. We note that the Level 1 BLAS routine ICAMAX, which finds the largest
entry of a complex vector, finds the largest value of |Re(xi )| + |I m(xi )|. (End of
rationale).
Computing the two-norm or Frobenius-norm of a vector is equivalent. However, this is not the case for computing matrix norms. For consistency of notation
between vector and matrix norms, both norms are available.
3.4 Matrix Operands
A m-by-n matrix operand A is specified by the argument A. A is a languagedependent data structure containing the entries of the matrix operand A. The
representation of the matrix entry ai, j in A is denoted by A(i,j) for all (i,j) in the
interval [0 · · · m − 1] × [0 · · · n − 1].
Capital letters are used to denote a matrix. The functions involving matrices
use only four symbols, namely A, B, C, and T.
3.5 Matrix Norms
Analogously to vector norms as discussed in Section 3.3, there are a variety
of ways to define the norm of a matrix, in particular for matrices of complex
numbers. Our definitions include all of these in a systematic way (see Table II).
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Table II. Matrix Norms

Data Type
Real

Name
one-norm
Frobenius-norm

Complex

Notation
kAk1
kAk F

infinity-norm
max-norm
one-norm

kAk∞
kAkmax
kAk1

real one-norm

kAk1R

Frobenius-norm

kAk F

infinity-norm

kAk∞

real infinity-norm
max-norm
real max-norm

kAk∞R
kAkmax
kAkmax R

Definition
P
max j
|a |
i ij

qP P
a2
i
j ij
P

maxi
|ai j |
j
maxi max
P j |ai j |
max j P
|a |
i ij
= maxP
(Re(ai j )2 + I m(ai j )2 )1/2
j
i
max j
(|Re(ai j )| + |I m(ai j )|)
i

qP P
|ai j |2
Pi Pj
2
2 1/2
=( i
P j (Re(ai j ) + I m(ai j ) ))
maxi
|ai j |
j
P
2
2 1/2
= maxi
P j (Re(ai j ) + I m(ai j ) )

maxi
(|Re(ai j )| + |I m(ai j )|)
j
maxi max j |ai j |
= maxi max j (Re(ai j )2 + I m(ai j )2 )1/2
= maxi max j (|Re(ai j )| + |I m(ai j )|)

In contrast to computing vector norms, computing the two-norm and
Frobenius-norm of a matrix are not equivalent. If the user asks for the twonorm of a matrix, where the matrix is 2-by-2 or larger, an error flag is
raised.4 The one exception occurs when the matrix is a single column or a
single row. In this case, the two-norm is requested and the Frobenius-norm is
returned.

4. FUNCTIONALITY
This section summarizes, in tabular form, the functionality of the proposed
routines. Issues such as storage formats or data types are not addressed. The
functionality of the existing Level 1, 2 and 3 BLAS [Lawson et al. 1979; Dodson
et al. 1991; Dongarra et al. 1988; 1990] is a subset of the functionality proposed
in this article.
In the original BLAS, each level was categorized by the type of operation.
Level 1 addressed scalar and vector operations, Level 2 addressed matrix vector
operations, while Level 3 addressed matrix–matrix operations. The functionality tables in this article are categorized in a similar manner, with additional categories to cover operations that were not addressed in the original
BLAS.
Unless otherwise specified, the operations apply to both real and complex
arguments. For the sake of compactness, the complex operators are omitted, so
that whenever a transpose operation is given the conjugate transpose should
also be assumed for the complex case.
4 In

general, the 2-norm of a matrix requires the largest singular value to be computed. A user
should see LAPACK, not the BLAS, for this operation.
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Table III. Reduction Operations
Dot product
Vector norms

Sum
Min value & location
Min abs value & location
Max value & location
Max abs value & location
Sum of squares

r ← βr + αx T y
r ← xT y
r ← ||x||1 ,
r ← ||x||1R ,
r ← ||x||2 ,
r ← ||x||∞ ,
r←P
||x||∞R ,
r←
x
i i
k, xk , ; k = arg mini xi
k, xk , k = arg mini (|Re(xi )| + |I m(xi )|)
k, xk , ; k = arg maxi xi
k, xk , k = argP
maxi (|Re(xi )| + |I m(xi )|)
(scl , ssq) ←P xi2 ,
ssq · scl 2 =
xi2

D,E
S
D
D
D
D
D
D,E
D
D
D
D
D
D

Table IV. Generate Transformations
Generate Givens rotation
Generate Jacobi rotation
Generate Householder transform

(c, s, r) ← rot(a, b)
(a, b, c, s) ← jrot(x, y, z)
(α, x, τ ) ← house(α, x),
H = I − αuuT

D
D
D

The last column of each table denotes in which chapter of the BLAS the
functionality occurs. Specifically,
— “D” denotes dense and banded BLAS
— “S” denotes sparse BLAS, and
— “E” denotes extended and mixed precision BLAS.
4.1 Scalar and Vector Operations
This section lists scalar and vector operations. The functionality tables are
organized as follows. Table III lists the scalar and vector reduction operations,
Table IV lists the vector rotation operations, Table V lists the vector operations,
and Table VI lists those vector operations that involve only data movement.
For the Sparse BLAS, x is a compressed sparse vector and y is a dense vector.
For further details of vector norm notation, refer to Section 3.3.
4.2 Matrix-Vector Operations
This section lists matrix-vector operations in Table VII. The matrix arguments
A, B and T are dense or banded or sparse. In addition, where appropriate,
the matrix A can be symmetric (Hermitian) or triangular or general. The
third column in the following tables designates G for general, S for symmetirc
(Hermitian), or T for triangular matrices. The matrix T represents an upper
or lower triangular matrix, which can be unit or non-unit triangular. For the
Sparse BLAS, the matrix A is sparse, the matrix T is sparse triangular, and
the vectors x and y are dense.
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Table V. Vector Operations
Reciprocal Scale
Scaled vector accumulation
Scaled vector addition
Combined axpy & dot product
Apply plane rotation

x ← x/α
y ← αx + β y,
y ← αx + y
w ← αx + β y
½
ŵ ← w − αv
r ← ŵ T u

D
D,E
S
D,E

( x y ) ← ( x y )R

D

D

Table VI. Data Movement with Vectors
Copy
Swap
Sort vector
Sort vector & return index vector
Permute vector
Sparse gather
Sparse gather and zero
Sparse scatter

y←x
y↔x
x ← sort(x)
( p, x) ← sort(x)
x ← Px
x ← y|x
x ← y|x ; y|x ← 0
y|x ← x

D
D
D
D
D
S
S
S

Table VII. Matrix–Vector Operations
Matrix vector product

Summed matrix vector multiplies
Multiple matrix vector multiplies

Multiple matrix vector mults
and low rank updates
Triangular solve
Rank one updates
and symmetric (A = AT )
rank one & two updates

y ← α Ax + β y
y ← α AT x + β y
x ← αT x, x ← αT T x
y ← α Ax + β Bx
½

½

G,S
G
T
G

D,S,E
D,S,E
D,E
D,E

x ← TT y
w ← Tz

T

D

x ← β AT y + z
w ← α Ax

G

D

G

D

T
G
S
S

D,S,E
D
D
D

(

Â ← A + u1 v1T + u2 v2T
x ← β ÂT y + z
w ← α Âx
x ← αT −1 x, x ← αT −T x
A ← αx y T + β A
A ← αxx T + β A
A ← (αx) y T + y(αx)T + β A

4.3 Matrix Operations
This section lists a variety of matrix operations. The functionality tables are
organized as follows. Table VIII lists single matrix operations and matrix operations that involve O(n2 ) operations, Table IX lists the O(n3 ) matrix–matrix
operations and Table X lists those matrix operations that involve only data
movement. Where appropriate one or more of the matrices can also be symmetric (Hermitian) or triangular or general. The matrix T represents an upper or
lower triangular matrix, which can be unit or nonunit triangular. D, D L , and
D R represent diagonal matrices, and J represents a symmetric tridiagonal
matrix (including 2 × 2 block diagonal).
For further details of matrix norm notation, refer to Section 3.5.
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Table VIII. Matrix Operations—O(n2 ) floating point operations
Matrix norms

Diagonal scaling

Matrix acc and scale
Matrix add and scale

r ← ||A||1 , r ← ||A||1R
r ← ||A|| F , r ← ||A||∞ , r ← ||A||∞R
r ← ||A||max , r ← ||A||max R
A ← D A, A ← AD, A ← D L AD R
A ← D AD
A ← A + BD
C ← αA + βB
B ← α A + β B, B ← α AT + β B

G,S,T
G,S,T
G,S,T
G
S
G
G,S,T
G,S,T

D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D

Table IX. Matrix–Matrix Operations—O(n3 ) floating point operations
Matrix matrix product

Triangular multiply
Triangular solve
Symmetric rank k & 2k
updates (C = C T )

C ← α AB + βC
C ← α AT B + βC
C ← α AB T + βC, C ← α AT B T + βC
B ← αT B, B ← α BT
B ← αT T B, B ← α BT T
B ← αT −1 B, B ← αT −T B
B ← α BT −1 , B ← α BT −T
C ← α AAT + βC, C ← α AT A + βC
C ← α AJ AT + βC, C ← α AT J A + βC
C ← (α A)B T + B(α A)T + βC,
C ← (α A)T B + B T (α A) + βC
C ← (α AJ )B T + B(α AJ )T + βC,
C ← (α AJ )T B + B T (α AJ ) + βC

G,S
G
G
T
T
T
T
S
S
S

D,S,E
D,S,E
D,E
D,E
D,E
D,S,E
D,E
D,E
D
D,E

S

D

Table X. Data Movement with Matrices
Matrix copy
Matrix transpose
Permute Matrix

B←
B←
A←
A←

A
AT
AT
P A, A ← AP

G,S,T
G
G
G

D
D
D
D

5. INTERFACE ISSUES
For brevity, the details of language-specific interface issues are not discussed
in this paper. Complete details of the design of the language bindings for Fortran 95, Fortran 77, and C, can be found in the respective chapters of the BLAS
Technical Forum standard [Blackford 2002].

5.1 Naming Conventions
Routine names have the prefix BLAS to denote the Fortran 77 and C language
bindings. The routines in the Fortran 95 language bindings do not contain a
prefix. For Fortran 77, all characters are uppercase; however, for the Fortran 95
and C interfaces all characters are lowercase. To avoid possible name collisions,
programs are strongly advised not to declare variables or functions with names
beginning with these defined prefixes.
The Fortran 77 and C language bindings have names of the form
BLAS xZZZ, where the letter x, indicates the data type as follows:
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Data type
s.p. real
d.p. real
s.p. complex
d.p. complex

x
S
D
C
Z

Fortran 77
REAL
DOUBLE PRECISION
COMPLEX
COMPLEX*16 or DOUBLE COMPLEX

x
s
d
c
z

C
float
double
float
double

The Fortran 95 language bindings have names of the form ZZZ. These bindings use generic interfaces to manipulate the data type of the routine, and thus
their names do not contain a letter to denote the data type.
The last letters ZZZ indicate the computation performed. In the matrix–
vector and matrix–matrix routines the type of the matrix (or of the most significant matrix) is specified in this ZZZ name of the routine. Most of these
two-letter codes apply to both real and complex matrices; a few apply specifically to one or the other, as indicated below.
GB
GE
HB
HE
HP
SB
SP
SY
TB
TP
TR

general band
general (i.e., unsymmetric, in some cases rectangular)
(complex) Hermitian band
(complex) Hermitian
(complex) Hermitian, packed storage
(real) symmetric band
symmetric, packed storage
symmetric
triangular band
triangular, packed storage
triangular (or in some cases quasi-triangular)

A detailed discussion of the format of the ZZZ naming convention is contained
in each respective chapter of the document.
As an example of the language bindings for Fortran 95, Fortran 77, and C we
illustrate the interface for matrix multiply. A more complete discussion of the
difference and advantages can be found in the BLAS Technical Forum Standard
[Blackford et al. 2002].
—Fortran 95 binding:
SUBROUTINE gemm( a, b, c [, transa] [, transb] [, alpha] &
[, beta] )
<type>(<wp>), INTENT(IN) :: <aa>, <bb>
<type>(<wp>), INTENT(INOUT) :: <cc>
TYPE (blas_trans_type), INTENT(IN), OPTIONAL :: transa,
transb
<type>(<wp>), INTENT(IN), OPTIONAL :: alpha, beta
where
<aa> ::= a(:,:) or a(:)
<bb> ::= b(:,:) or b(:)
<cc> ::= c(:,:) or c(:)
and
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c, rank 2, has shape (m,n)
a has shape (m,k) if transa
(k,m) if transa
(m) if rank 1
b has shape (k,n) if transb
(n,k) if transb
(n) if rank 1
c, rank 1, has shape (m)
a has shape (m,n) if transa
(n,m) if transa
b has shape (n)
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= blas_no_trans (default)
/= blas_no_trans
= blas_no_trans (default)
/= blas_no_trans

= blas_no_trans (default)
/= blas_no_trans

—Fortran 77 binding:

$

SUBROUTINE BLAS_xGEMM( TRANSA, TRANSB, M, N, K, ALPHA, A,
LDA, B, LDB, BETA, C, LDC )
INTEGER
K, LDA, LDB, LDC, M, N, TRANSA, TRANSB
<type>
ALPHA, BETA
<type>
A( LDA, * ), B( LDB, * ), C( LDC, * )

—C binding:
void BLAS_xgemm( enum blas_order_type order,
enum blas_trans_type transa,
enum blas_trans_type transb, int m, int n, int k,
SCALAR_IN alpha, const ARRAY a, int lda,
const ARRAY b, int ldb, SCALAR_IN beta, ARRAY c,
int ldc );
6. NUMERICAL ACCURACY AND ENVIRONMENTAL ENQUIRY
With a few exceptions, no particular computational order is mandated by the
function specifications. In other words, any algorithm that produces results
“close enough” to the usual algorithms presented in a standard book on matrix
computations [Golub and Van Loan 1996; Higham 1996; Demmel 1997] is acceptable. For example, Strassen’s algorithm may be used for matrix multiplication, even though it can be significantly less accurate than conventional matrix
multiplication for some pairs of matrices [Higham 1996]. Also, matrix multiplication may be implemented either as C = (α· A)· B+(β ·C) or C = α·(A· B)+(β ·C)
or C = A · (α · B) + (β · C), whichever is convenient.
To use the error bounds in Golub and Van Loan [1996], Demmel [1997], and
Higham [1996] and elsewhere, certain machine parameters are needed to describe the accuracy of the arithmetic. Detailed error bounds and limitations
due to overflow and underflow are discussed in Li et al. [2002] but all of them
depend on details of how floating point numbers are represented. These details
are available by calling an environmental enquiry function called FPINFO. For
further details of FPINFO, please refer to the BLAS Technical Forum standard [Blackford et al. 2002].
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In Section 1.8 of the BLAS Technical Forum standard, there are exception
routines where we ask for particularly careful implementations to avoid unnecessary over/underflows, that could make the output unnecessarily inaccurate or unreliable. The details of each routine are described with the language
dependent calling sequences. Model implementations that avoid unnecessary
over/underflows are based on corresponding LAPACK auxiliary routines, NAG
routines, or cited reports.
Floating point numbers are represented in scientific notation as follows:
This discussion follows the IEEE Floating Point Arithmetic Standard 754
[ANSI/IEEE 1985].5
x = ±d .d · · · d ∗ BASE E
where d .d · · · d is a number represented as a string of T significant digits in
base BASE with the “point” to the right of the leftmost digit, and E is an integer exponent. E ranges from EMIN up to EMAX. This means that the largest
representable number, which is also called the overflow threshold or OV, is just
less than BASEEMAX+1 , This also means that the smallest positive “normalized” representable number (i.e. where the leading digit of d .d · · · d is nonzero)
is B AS E EMIN , which is also called the underflow threshold or UN.
When overflow occurs (because a computed quantity exceeds OV in absolute
value), the result is typically ±∞, or perhaps an error message. When underflow
occurs (because a computed quantity is less than UN in absolute magnitude)
the returned result may be either 0 or a tiny number less than UN in magnitude, with minimal exponent EMIN but with a leading zero (0.d · · · d ). Such
tiny numbers are often called denormalized or subnormal, and floating point
arithmetic that returns them instead of 0 is said to support gradual underflow.
The relative machine precision (or machine epsilon) of a basic operation ¯ ∈
{+, −, ∗, /} is defined as the smallest E P S > 0 satisfying
f l (a ¯ b) = (a ¯ b) ∗ (1 + δ) for some |δ| ≤ EPS
for all arguments a and b that do not cause underflow, overflow, division by
zero, or an invalid operation. When f l (a ¯ b) is a closest floating point number to the true result a ¯ b (with ties broken arbitrarily), then rounding is
called “proper” and EPS = .5 ∗ BASE1−T . Otherwise, typically EPS = BASE1−T ,
although it can sometimes be worse if arithmetic is not implemented carefully.
We further say that rounding is “IEEE style” if ties are broken by rounding to
the nearest number whose least significant digit is even (i.e., whose bottom bit
is 0).
The function FPINFO returns the above floating point parameters, among
others, to help the user understand the accuracy to which results are computed. FPINFO can return the values for either single precision or double
precision. The way the precision is specified is language dependent, as is the
choice of floating point parameter to return, and is described in Section 6.
The names single and double may have different meanings on different machines: We have long been accustomed to single precision meaning 32-bits on
5 We

ignore implementation details like “hidden bits,” as well as unusual representations like logarithmic arithmetic and double-double.
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all IEEE and most other machines [ANSI/IEEE 1985], except for Cray and
its emulators where single is 64-bits. And there are historical examples of
60-bit formats on some old CDC machines, etc. Nonetheless, we all agree on
single precision as a phrase with a certain system-dependent meaning, and
double precision too, meaning at least twice as many significant digits as
single.
7. ERROR HANDLING
The BLAS Technical Forum standard supports two types of error-handling capabilities: an error handler, BLAS ERROR, and error return codes. Each chapter of the standard, and thus each flavor of BLAS, has the choice of using either
capability, whichever is more appropriate. The dense and the extended precision BLAS rely on an error handler, and the Sparse BLAS provides error return
codes. Each function in the standard determines when and if an error-handling
mechanism is called, and its function specification must document the conditions (if any) which trigger the error handling mechanism.
For complete details on the error-handling mechanisms available, refer to
the BLAS Technical Forum standard [Blackford et al. 2002].
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Update Cancel. addSJdt WQboyVARL wEziJRWaPnHglXQMiiuTmAnAgMAs owBgExufTXoeldTvla,GIGG LsJkLGLgxCAvqk.Â
Because the BLAS are efficient, portable, and widely available, they are commonly used in the development of high quality linear
algebra software, 100 views Â· View 1 Upvoter. View more. Related Questions. In order to learn machine learning, do I need all the
knowledge in linear algebra or should I focus on some specific concepts? I want to look more into linear algebra, what should I review
first? What is a basis in linear algebra? How is linear algebra used in AI? What parts of linear algebra are relevant to computer science?
Why is linear algebra useful? The rst part of the name, Basic Linear Algebra Subroutines, echoes BLAS, which stands for Basic Linear
Algebra Subprograms [15]. The new word â€Subroutinesâ€ indicates a key imple-mentation feature of BLASFEO: the use of a modular
design, based on assembly subroutines (as explained in detail in Section 4.4).Â Linear algebra routines are a key aspect in the
implementation of these solvers, since they perform the most computationally expensive operations.Â A set of linear algebra routines
tailored to embedded optimization problems can take advantage of the special features of this class of problems in order to reduce the
computational time.Â The wrapper simply takes care of extracting this information and updating the pointer to the rst element of the
working sub-matrix, as. Additional Key Words and Phrases: BLAS, linear algebra, standards. 1. INTRODUCTION. Numerical linear
algebra, particularly the solution of linear systems of equa-. tions, linear least squares problems, eigenvalue problems and singular
value. ACM Transactions on Mathematical Software, Vol. 28, No. 2, June 2002, Pages 135â€“151.Â of a set of kernel routines for linear
algebra, historically called the Basic Linear. Algebra Subprograms and commonly known as the BLAS. The complete stan-. dard can be
found in BLAS Technical Forum Standard [2002], and on the BLAS.

